News - 2009/08/14
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Dear Members of NCAJA,
As many of you may have already heard from the American news media, last
weekend Typhoon Morakot tore through the southeast coast of China and
unleashed a deadly path of destruction on the homes of our fellow Chinese. The
most severe storm to hit the island this year, Morakot arrived on August 9 with
wind speed exceeding 100 miles an hour and has subsequently caused the worst
flooding in fifty years. The nearly 8 feet of rainfall accompanying the disaster has
swelled rivers, washed away bridges, and spurred landsides that have buried
entire villages.
Although the Taiwanese military has slowly and steadily ramped up their rescue
efforts, the continuing rainfall and lack of resources needed to reconstruct the
region have stranded thousands, killed more than 100 Taiwanese, and left many,
many more unaccounted for and trapped without survival provisions. Moreover,
while survivors were able to escape the ferocity of the storm through early
evacuation procedures, a great bulk are still separated from their families, waiting
to be ferried to shelter, have no access to power and water, and have even had
their homes and villages destroyed altogether.
It is important that we, as members of the National Chinese American Jewelry
Association, lend a helping hand to the continuing rescue efforts needed to
reconstruct the region many of us have once called home. The recovery process
for these villages, many of which we have ancestral connections and have
personally visited with our families, will be long and arduous. However, together
we can alleviate the shortage of food, water, and shelter available to the natural
disaster's survivors, already suffering from the unrelenting rain and loss of their
family members, homes, and livelihoods. A donation on behalf of NCAJA will
undoubtedly improve the lives of Typhoon Morakot's victims and strongly signal
that their American cousins are not standing idle towards their tragic plight.
Please join us and your fellow NCAJA members in contributing to the Typhoon
Morakot Relief Fund to provide emergency supplies for our less fortunate
Chinese brothers and sisters abroad. Thank you in advance for your compassion,
generosity, and helping hand.
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